The Czech Geographical Society offers to students presenting their research topics at the conference **New Wave 2016** opportunity to publish their contributions in the form of articles in the peer-reviewed journal **“Informace České geografické společnosti”** ISSN 1213-1075.

Journal „**Informace České geografické společnosti**“ (further referred to as “**Informace ČGS**”) is regularly published since 1981. The original focus of this journal was to spread the information about the activities and work plans of all branches and sections of the Czech Geographical Society (hence the name of the journal). In 2009, the scope of the journal was broadened; additional sections were added and therefore the quality and content richness improved.

Journal Informace ČGS partly adopted some sections of another – currently impact journal **“Geografie”**, and further added supplementary news about the activities of the Society. The aim of the current journal is to serve as the communication platform for all members of the Czech Geographical Society and concurrently remain a scientific publication.

**Journal contains the following sections:**

- Feature articles
- Research reports and discussion
- Book reviews
- Conferences and other activities of fellow geographers
- Czech Geographical Society news
- Personalities

The journal is published biannually (at the end of March and September) and is distributed to all members of the Czech Geographical Society together with the impact journal **Geografie** for free. All issues are also available in the electronic form on the website of the Czech Geographical Society (**www.geography.cz**).

**Guidelines for contributing authors**

- Articles are accepted in Czech, Slovak or English language
- The original articles and other contributions for underlined sections above are required to be submitted electronically (in .doc or .docx version) in maximum length of 2000-4000 words (including attachments); book reviews should be in maximum length of 1200 – 2000 words and the contributions for the rest of the sections may be maximum of 1000 words.
- All contributions must include reference list, figures and abstract and key words
- Abstract (maximum length 80 words including key words) must be written in English as well as the original language
- Figures must be monochrome; either in the electronic version (.tif, .wmf, .eps, .ai, .cdr or .jpg) or on high quality paper with the reference of the source
- Digital photos must have a minimum resolution of 300 dpi.
- Information about the author(s) needs to include name(s), address of their workplace and email.

All contributions for underlined sections are a subject to peer-review; this process is strictly anonymous. All authors are notified whether their articles were declined or accepted, and if any additional amendments are required.

The deadlines for the submission of articles and other contributions are as follows:

- **September issue** – 1\textsuperscript{st} June of the same year (i.e. for the issue published on 30\textsuperscript{th} September 2016, the deadline is 1\textsuperscript{st} June 2016)
- **March issue** – 1\textsuperscript{st} December of previous year (i.e. for the issue published on 31\textsuperscript{st} March 2017, the deadline is 1\textsuperscript{st} December 2016)
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